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White 

Good evening.  Tonight, is blind people’s hearing really better than other peoples?  It’s often 

claimed that it is, but what’s the evidence for it?  And we’re joined as our guest, by one of 

India’s finest and most versatile instrumentalists.  Would you just like to introduce yourself? 

 

Shrivastav 
Well thank you very much.  My name is Baluji Shrivastav from Inner Vision Orchestra.  And 

I’ve got this beautiful instrument which goes like this… 

 

Gopi sound 

 

White 
We’ll hear more from that a little later in the programme.  You’re particularly known for your 

playing of sitar and tabla, but you play a whole host of instruments don’t you – traditional 

Indian instruments. 

 

Shrivastav 
Yes I play sitar, dilruba, tabla, pakhavaj, harmonium – so many instruments, different 

instruments. 

 

White 
And what’s the one – because you’ve got one – a little instrument – that I’ve never come 

across before, can you describe that to us? 



 

Shrivastav 
This is called gopi [phon.] from West Bengal and it’s a [indistinct word] instrument and it’s a 

one stringed instrument, normally it is on pumpkin gourd but it is on the wooden box… 

 

White 
That’s the sort of deep wide bit isn’t it? 

 

Shrivastav 
That’s right. 

 

White 
Yeah. 

 

Shrivastav 
And with a skin attached.  And then it has got a bamboo stick – long bamboo stick – and on 

the other side of the bamboo stick there is a peg.  So I can tune and untune.  But this is the 

only instrument in the world which can be untuned and still can be played. Untuned like that 

and then I can play…. 

 

Demonstration 

 

White 
It’s got an incredibly deep sound for a small instrument hasn’t it? 

 

Shrivastav 
Yes it has because the skin is there. 

 

White 
Right.  Now of course – I’ll have to stop you there – I mean the thing is you’re very well 

known in this country for your sitar playing, I’m just wondering how that all began, when did 

you first hold a sitar? 

 

Shrivastav 
When I was eight years old.  I was playing in my blind school orchestra and suddenly my 

hand went to this beautiful instrument.  And I didn’t know my teacher wouldn’t give me 

because I might break it, it was such a fragile instrument – sitar is very fragile.  So I insisted, 

insisted, cried and cried and finally he gave me.  And he was surprised that the first time I 

held a sitar and I could hold it and play some tunes – started playing tunes. 

 

White 
And do you remember how it made you feel the first time you did that? 

 

Shrivastav 
It was very exciting for me.  First of all I was very nervous, so I could not hold it, so he had 

to hold my sitar as well with me, so I don’t drop it.  And then slowly he let it go.  And then I 

played a few tunes. 

 

White 



And did you have that sense that this was going to be something that was very important to 

your life – your work really? 

 

Shrivastav 
No. 

 

White 
Not then. 

 

Shrivastav 
No, my fingers were hurting and I said to my teacher – I can’t play this instrument anymore it 

hurts my finger.  He said – No, your instrument – this is your instrument, this is with you all 

your life. 

 

White 
Well Baluji I want you to talk me about your more recent collaborative work with other blind 

musicians a bit later.  First though I think this is relevant, given what you’ve just said to us, 

I’d like you to listen to this story that we’re reporting on.   

 

It’s often assumed that blind people have better hearing than everyone else, which in some 

mysterious way compensates us for our lack of sight.  Now, I don’t know about you, but I 

have to admit I’ve always been pretty sceptical about this, I tend to suggest to people when 

they ask me that if our hearing appears to be better it’s because we need to use our ears more 

to make up for our lack of sight and therefore we’re concentrating more.  But it seems this 

might be over simplistic on my part because at the Shepens Eye Institute, which has links to 

Harvard Medical School in Boston, they’ve been doing work which seems to confirm that 

when parts of the brain aren’t used, for what they were intended, they take on other roles. 

 

So, for instance, the part of the brain designed to process what people see, finding itself 

under-employed, might take on jobs like hearing, smell and touch. 

 

Well Corinna Bauer, is one of the people leading the research and she’s been telling me what 

they did and how they did it. 

 

Bauer 
In our study we did something called resting states, so it’s kind of how the brain is connected 

when your mind is wandering, not when you’re doing a particular task.  So what we observed 

was that the occipital cortex is connected to other sensory areas and that has been 

demonstrated in the literature as well.  So the thought is that there is a compensatory 

mechanism going on where the typically visual brain starts to take over other non-visual 

functions. 

 

White 
So when people talk about compensation there really is, in a sense, compensation.  I mean 

sometimes it’s almost suggested that there’s almost a kind of religious element to it – you get 

something extra because of what you’ve lost.  But it is right, in a way, to use the term 

compensation? 

 

Bauer 



It is but I think it’s a little unknown at this point whether or not it is like what you mentioned 

earlier – if it’s simply because the other senses are used more, so then the connections 

develop more because they’re used or if it’s that there is some underlying neuro-plastic 

compensatory mechanism where the other senses just naturally take over.  It’s not really clear 

right now the underlying reasons, if that makes sense. 

 

White 
Yeah it does.  Now just tell me a bit more about the experiment.  I mean how many people 

did you look at? 

 

Bauer 
We had 12 early blind and we had 16 controls. 

 

White 
Right, so they could have been doing anything, as it were, and 12 were either blind from birth 

or from a very young age? 

 

Bauer 
Yes that’s correct, from birth or prior to the age of three. 

 

White 
And what level of sight loss did they have? 

 

Bauer 
The majority had just light perception and a few had no light perception.  And they were from 

a variety of different causes such as Leber’s congenital amaurosis, retinopathy prematurity, 

infection, RP – so a variety of different causes. 

 

White 
Right, so there were different causes but you were strict about how early they were blind 

from? 

 

Bauer 
Yes, we were fairly strict about how early, in part because by the age of three your visual 

system is still developing and you won’t have visual memories by that age. 

 

White 
Could there not still be some truth in my assumptions or prejudices – call them what you like 

– that because you were concentrating more on those senses because you needed them more 

that that’s why they develop and improve in the way they function? 

 

Bauer 
That is very much a possibility.  At this point we’re not entirely certain exactly why, we just 

know what happens.  But I think we would need to do some – some more longitudinal studies 

where we follow individuals right from birth all the way through, I think that would be a 

good way to 100% know. 

 

White 



Now you tested people who either had no sight at all from birth or from very early on but 

what do you know about people who lose their sight in later life, do they gain with their other 

senses? 

 

Bauer 

So far as I know from the literature that there are also gains but they’re not quite as strong as 

what you find in individuals who lost their sight earlier.  And that goes also for the brain 

changes themselves, they’re not quite as strong. 

 

White 
So do we think that they would get stronger as someone was blind for longer, assuming there 

were no other factors involved – connected with the ageing process I suppose? 

 

Bauer 
It might be and I think that plays also into your earlier question about whether or not it has to 

do with being forced to use the other senses more.  I think it’s something that we’re still 

examining. 

 

White 
So what do you think could be the implications of these findings, what do they mean, what 

might they enable us to do? 

 

Bauer 
The results really indicate that there are both areas of increased and decreased connectivity in 

individuals with pre-formed early blindness compared to controls.  And it shows us that more 

of the brain changes I think than we initially thought.  I think a lot of previous studies really 

focused on the occipital typically visual part of the brain but our research shows that there are 

changes throughout the brain not just in the typical visual areas. 

 

White 
So what do we need to do next do you think? 

 

Bauer 
Well I think we’ve brought up a number of interesting areas for future development, such as 

following individuals right from birth or right from the moment they lose their sight through 

development and monitoring their exposure to auditory environment and I think that that – I 

don’t know how feasible that would be.  But the other thing that we, as a research group, are 

really starting to concentrate on is to use this same multiple modality approach to study other 

forms of visual impairment, in particular as we are getting better and better at saving infants 

with brain damage more of these children are surviving and living longer, one of the 

consequences though is that they often have visual impairments because of their brain 

damage.  And so we are trying to use the same research approach to see how the brain 

damage relates to the visual dysfunction and whether or not the brain is able to compensate in 

any way, much like it happens in ocular blindness. 

 

White 

So really this whole business about the plasticity of the brain, it could have enormous 

implications couldn’t it? 

 

Bauer 



Very much so.  I think we’re just barely scratching the surface right now. 

 

White 
Corinna Bauer. Well listening to that with me is musician Baluji Shrivastav.  

 

Baluji, what – I mean what do you make of that?  Do you think your hearing is better and if 

so why? 

 

Shrivastav 
I can’t say anything like that because in theory yes it sounds like that but in – no because I 

have been blind since the age of eight months, so I just grew up as a blind person. 

 

White 
And I guess you took what you had for granted, in a way, without wondering why it was 

there. 

 

You see the research also shows that people blind from an early age, like you and me, are 

better at distinguishing different frequencies, which I suppose could give credence to the idea 

that we’ll be good at music because people tend to assume that blind people are going to be 

good at music don’t they? 

 

Shrivastav 
I don’t believe in that because we were 115 boys in our school and I’m the only musician 

who is here. 

 

White 
I’m glad you said that because that’s – I used to stand next – I went to a blind school as well 

and stood next to kids who were tone deaf, they couldn’t hit a note.  

 

Anyway come on Baluji, you’ve been here 10 minutes and you haven’t played your sitar yet.  

So could you show it to me? 

 

Shrivastav 
Sure…. 

 

White 
Well by the magic of sitar Baluji and I are now sitting on the floor.  I’ve got down here 

because I’ve never held or touched a sitar so can you… 

 

Shrivastav 
Well first of all I give the sitar so you can hold it.  And you can feel… 

 

White 
It’s huge. 

 

Shrivastav 
It’s a huge… 

 

White 
The bottom is vast. 



 

Shrivastav 
Exactly. 

 

White 
And that’s – that’s the gourd, that’s what you call the gourd? 

 

Shrivastav 
That’s the gourd, yes.   

 

White 
It’s beautifully decorated isn’t it? 

 

Shrivastav 
Yes, yes. 

 

White 
Very tactile. 

 

Shrivastav 
And if you can hold the sitar now. 

 

White 
Yes.  Would I hold it sort of like a guitar almost? 

 

Shrivastav 
Almost like a guitar, no, no it’s at 45 angle. 

 

White 
Oh right, so I hold it upwards. 

 

Shrivastav 
Yes.  So if you can – and you’re – yeah you’re… 

 

White 
My first chord Baluji. 

 

Shrivastav 
Yeah that’s wonderful.  You have to cuddle. 

 

White 
Oh like a cuddle. 

 

Shrivastav 
Yeah, yeah, you see that is a very lovely instrument you have to love it. 

 

White 

I’m cuddling the sitar. 

 

Shrivastav 



Yeah and then – and it goes like this…no, no thumb goes… 

 

White 
With the plec…. 

 

Shrivastav 
Yeah exactly.  And that’s it. 

 

White 
One of the things that I know you’re dedicated to is passing your obvious joy in music on to 

other visually-impaired people.  Tell me about the Inner Vision Orchestra project. 

 

Shrivastav 
The Inner Vision Orchestra is full of blind people and everybody is a wonderful musician.  

And they are from different countries in the world, based in London.  When we get festivals 

we play together. 

 

Music - Inner Vision Orchestra 

 

White 
And you think it’s really important that visually-impaired people, as it were draw, out their 

musical talent? 

 

Shrivastav 
It is very important because we may not see but we want to be seen and heard by everyone. 

 

White 
I mean if people are listening and thinking I’d love to get involved, I mean do they have to be 

able to play something to start with? 

 

Shrivastav 
Not necessarily.  Actually I’ve got a 92 years old lady who never played any instrument, 

when she came to my workshop she said – Oh what can I do?  And I said – Hold the cymbal.  

And she starts playing cymbal.  And now she plays cymbals without even asking, she just 

goes anywhere and starts playing cymbals – in the taxis – yeah and she goes in any function 

and she doesn’t ask where the music goes on, she starts playing and nobody says anything to 

her because she’s so old, she’s very nice.  She is doing great service to music. 

 

White 

And as well as the Inner Vision Orchestra and all the other things you’re doing you also 

played with the Para Orchestra – connected with the Paralympic Games. 

 

Shrivastav 
Yea, Para Orchestra, I played with Paralympics.  And they have a different disabled people as 

well at the same time.  Very nice experiences, a different experience. 

 

White 
One thing I ought to make clear, because we’ve talked mainly about traditional Indian 

instruments, but you don’t just play traditional music, your style is very eclectic isn’t it, you 

use a lot of Western music, tell me about that. 



 

Shrivastav 
Because I have learned some Western tunes and for me music is do, re, mi, fa, so, la, ti, do, 

with any instrument, so if I can hear I can just immediately copy it and I can memorise it and 

I can play.  So I’ve played with quite a few Western songs and with Western instruments. 

 

White 
And I mean do you have a preference, are these traditional instruments really the base of 

what you do or are you motivated by just any music really? 

 

Shrivastav 
No my main preference is to play Indian classical music.  But for me I love to play with any 

kind of music and any musicians, as I have played with lots of different musicians. 

 

White 
So just finally Baluji, if people are listening to this and they want to connect with you and 

join in, what can they do, how can they get in touch? 

 

Shrivastav 
Well we do some workshops in RichMix at the moment, residency workshops we are doing 

every fortnight, started from 13
th

 March and every two weeks on Mondays, we do it for one 

year, so people can come and join there.  All visually-impaired, all kinds of – they don’t have 

to be great musicians, they can be anybody and everybody. 

 

White 
And that’s all based in London? 

 

Shrivastav 
Based in London, which is Shoreditch Station. 

 

White 
And I think you’re doing some concerts in the next few weeks, some touring? 

 

Shrivastav 
Yes I’ve got some nice tours for eight concerts which is now – the next one is Cambridge 

which is already sold out, a few more concerts like that. 

 

White 
Okay.  That’s almost it for today but we do want you to play us out Baluji.  Let’s just tell 

people – if you want to comment on anything you’ve heard you can call our actionline for 24 

hours after the programme on 0800 044 044.  Or you can email intouch@bbc.co.uk.  And, as 

I said, there’s more information about Baluji’s work on our website.  So from me, Peter 

White, producer Cheryl Gabriel and musical maestro – Baluji Shrivastav – goodbye. 

 

Music – Baluji Shrivastav 
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